Contribute to a top 10 website.

MediaWiki, the software that powers Wikipedia, is looking for contributors.

So, about these mad coding skillz of yours.

How about you put them to good use to:
• create a tool to show and edit music sheets in Wikipedia?
• improve support for RTL languages?
• find test cases for our new parser?
• fix an Annoying Little Bug?

Not a coder?

You can help by:
• testing MediaWiki
• validating bugs
• supporting other users
• spreading the word.

bit.ly/pQqXX6

More info

www.mediawiki.org
techblog.wikimedia.org
#mediawiki on Freenode IRC

Your liaison

Sumana Harihareswara
volunteer dev coordinator
sumanah@wikimedia.org
sumanah on FreeNode IRC